
liv robson
graphic designer!



welcome to my
design portfolio

I am a graphic designer who pursued my education at Texas Tech 

University in Lubbock, TX.  I am a driven and dedicated creative who 

is passionate about all things design and branding. I am always 

looking for new challenges and opportunities to create meaningful 

designs that have a lasting impact.



Whether you're a seasoned pro or a beginner, Holy Moley is a brand that 

welcomes all golfers and invites them to join its community. With a focus 

on performance, style, and a commitment to excellence, Holy Moley is a 

brand that embodies the spirit of the game and the joy of playing it.



Swing In Style.







1438 SPRUCE AVENUE
BAYSIDE HEIGHTS, CA 90210

Sean Evans
Marketing Director

1438 Spruce Avenue
Bayside Heights, CA 90210
SeanEvans@HoleyMoley.com
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Community Carryout is a food pickup service that collaborates with businesses and restaurant 

owners to effectively manage their time and resources by enabling them to schedule excess 

food pickups in advance. Through this approach, they can ensure that all surplus food is 

properly accounted for and donated to local food banks and soup kitchens, thereby addressing 

the pressing issue of food waste and simultaneously supporting those in need.
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COMMUNITY

Restaurant Owner
9559 Oak Street
Austin, TX 75441

REDUCING WASTE, SERVING PLATES.

schedule your pickup
FASTER THAN EVER

COMMUNITY
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tap to enter
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sign in

hi, ALEXIS

YOUR dashboard

TOTAL MONTHLY GOAL: 50
REMAINDER: 19

DECEMBER GOAL

TODAYS PICKUP

NONE

NONE

NO SCHEDULED PICK-UP

hi, ALEXIS

YOUR dashboard

TOTAL MONTHLY GOAL: 50
REMAINDER: 19

DECEMBER GOAL

TODAYS PICKUP

NONE

NONE

NO SCHEDULED PICK-UP

SCHEDULE pick-up

hi, ALEXIS

total meals
BEING DONATED

SCROLL TO SELECT

pick-up location

9559 Oak Street
Austin, Texas

CLICK TO CHANGE LOCATION

2
MEALS

USER experienceexperience
hi, ALEXIS

THANK YOU FOR

your feedback

YOUR CARRYOUT DRIVER
on 12/23

JOHN H.

YOUR CARRYOUT DRIVER

JOHN H.

on 12/23
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2023 Silver Addy Award

“Out-Of-Home Poster Campaign”

As members of the Texas Tech community, we must take responsibility 

for the well-being of ourselves and our peers. That's why we are proud to 

launch the "Know Your Limits" campaign, which highlights the 

importance of using Texas Tech's Raider Ride service to ensure the safety 

of students. By using the Raider Ride service, we can eliminate the need 

for anyone to get behind the wheel while under the influence. The 

service is free, reliable, and available to all students.

KNOW
YOUR
LIMITS.
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Glow up is a skincare brand that understands every person's skin is 

unique. That's why we offer a 2-minute skincare quiz to personalize each 

routine to cater to your individual needs. Our products are carefully 

crafted with high-quality ingredients, ensuring that you achieve the 

glowing skin you deserve. With Glow up, you can confidently show off 

your radiant, healthy-looking skin every day.
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OBJECTIVE:
To create a skincare 
routine specific to each 
customers needs.





take our two minute quiz
to customize your perfect

skincare routine
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+TAKE OUR QUIZ

+ABOUT US

+SKINCARE

+SHOP

EMILIA’S
CUSTOM ROUTINE:
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2023 Gold Addy Award

“Integrated Brand Identity Campaign”

The "Flamin' Dogs" is a yearly festival in Chicago, Illinois that celebrates 

the beloved hotdog. This event brings together both hotdog enthusiasts 

and restaurant owners who showcase their mouth-watering creations. 

In addition to the various vendors, this year's festival also serves as the 

venue for the highly anticipated "Hotdog Eating Championship," 

sponsored by "Nathan's Famous®." Whether you prefer classic hotdogs, 

Korean Cheese Dogs, or Corndogs, the festival offers a wide array of 

options that cater to everyone's taste buds.
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Clink! is more than just a bar, it's a celebration of New York City's vibrant 

energy and diversity. We believe that every moment is worth toasting to, 

whether it's a milestone event or simply enjoying a night out with 

friends. Our extensive drink menu features a variety of handcrafted 

cocktails and premium spirits, as well as a refreshing selection of hard 

seltzers. With a lively atmosphere and exceptional service, Clink! is the 

perfect destination for anyone looking to clink glasses and make 

unforgettable memories in the heart of the city.
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BLUEBERRY
PUNCH

GLUTEN
FREE

A CHEERS-WORTHY
(HARD) SELTZER
350ML 8FL/0Z 5% ALC/VOL

CLINK RESPONSIBLY

MADE IN NYC
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THE BEST BAR IN NYC,
JUST GOT BETTER.

-NEW YORK TIMES





BEST BAR
OF 2023

-NEW YORK TIMES
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thank you for
taking the time to
view my portfolio!

livrobsondesigns@gmail.com
IG @LivLikesDesign


